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3) Theory :

Provide the underlying theory behind the experiment

Why do we measure the parameters we measure? 
How do we get from parameters to desired value/ variable? 



3) Theory :

F = -kx
mg = -kx

where m = mass, k = spring 
constant, x = displacement of 
spring

Parameters that are known (either by 
measurement or by manufacturer’s supplied 
values) and varied during the experiment
Desired variables/ value- Calculated from the 
theory and known parameters

Spring-mass system



3) Theory :

 Scientific background: Provide the underlying science/theory behind the experiment

 Equations:

• Explain the meaning of each variable in these equations
• Number equations so you can refer to them in discussion 
• Use equations to: 

1) Justify experimental set-up 
2) Explain data processing – how to get from raw data to desired variable/ values

 Cite : Use textbooks, lectures etc. You didn’t formulate equations yourself 



Resolution is the smallest voltage change that can be registered by the
device. The resolution of the DAC can be calculated with the following:

(1)

where |b-a| is the voltage range measurement and N is the number of bits. 
As follows from equation (1), empirical resolution estimates were determined 
from the voltage range. Higher voltage resolution means higher number of 
bits that the DAC can represent the voltage being reproduced. Experimental 
resolution was calculated from measuring voltage increments.

3) Theory – Specific Example DAC



Resolution is the smallest voltage change that can be registered by the
device. The resolution of the DAC can be calculated with the :

(1)

where |b-a| is the voltage range measurement and N is the number of bits. 
As follows from equation (1), theoretical resolution estimates were 
determined from the voltage range. Higher voltage resolution means higher 
number of bits that the DAC can represent the voltage being  . 
Experimental resolution was calculated from measuring voltage increments.

Underlying theory

Equations Eqn #

citation

Variables explained Justify methods

Connect to data processing raw data -> desired value

3) Theory – Specific Example DAC



4) Experimental Procedure/ Methods: 

 Describe set up

Clear, concise & visual aids e.g. schematics

 Reproducibility 

Someone who is unfamiliar with the experiment, but has expertise in the area, can 
reproduce the experiment under similar conditions

 Details are important 

Don’t miss details that can vary data collected (e.g. temperature, gain, coupling, position of 
strain gage/ thermocouple, sampling frequency)



4) Experimental Procedure/ Methods: 

Some additional points to remember:

 Be organized: Separate goals of experiments in different sections

 Detail how data was collected & processed

• Measurement instruments and how they are set up
• Raw vs. processed data- Significant figures, averaging, smoothing, 

normalizations etc. 

 Give credit where it’s due

Always cite the source of your procedure 
Cite any schematics/ figures you borrow from lab procedure



4) Experimental Procedure/ Methods: 

Experimental Set-up Theory?
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4) Experimental Procedure/ Methods: 

Experimental Set-up Theory: 

Kirchoff’s Voltage & Current Laws

Equations…. E.g. V= IR

Experimental set up details?

 Voltage supply
 Resistor values R1, R2
 Resister connection configurations
What instruments are used to 

measure V, I?
Where is the circuit made?
 How was the data collected?
 How was the data processed?



The resolution of the digital to analog converter (DAC) was obtained by using the 
digital multimeter (DMM) and the data acquisition system (DAS). Connect DMM to AO-
0 and AO-Gnd on DAS (Figure 1). From the computer, open “Vi” folder in the desktop, 
and open the virtual instrument (vi) titled “Generate Voltage2.vi”. Hit the run button to 
execute the program. After that, plugging in 0 volt will result in finding the DC offset. 
Record the DC offset. The range can be determined by putting different values When 
the output values are not changing, it means that it has reached the minimum or 
maximum values. Using equation 1, find the resolutions by changing N into 
10,12,14,16, and 18. Record the resolutions. Lastly, plugging in the calculated 
resolution values into the virtual instrument, and record the resolution from the DAC. 

Figure 1: Circuit set-up for determining resolution of 𝐷𝐴𝑆 . 

4) Experimental Methods: What NOT to write/Details to AVOID



This procedure is borrowed from reference 2. 

Connect the DMM and DAS in series as shown in Figure 1. Signal was 

recorded using LabVIEW. First, off-set was recorded by zero-ing. Resolution 

was calculated by finding the maximum and minimum voltages registered by 

the device. This is the empirical resolution. Next, for experimental 

resolution, we increment voltage on the vi until the reading on the DMM 

changes from 0 and record the values. The voltage at which an increment is 

registered by the DMM is the smallest voltage increment. 

Figure 1: Circuit set-up for determining resolution of 𝐷𝐴𝑆 . 

4) Experimental Methods: Done right 



This procedure is borrowed from reference 2. 

Connect the DMM and DAS in series as shown in Figure 1. Signal was recorded 

using LabVIEW. First, off-set was recorded by zero-ing. Resolution was 

calculated by finding the maximum and minimum voltages registered by the 

device. This is the empirical resolution. Next, for experimental resolution, we 

increment voltage on the vi until the reading on the DMM changes from 0 and 

record the values. The voltage at which an increment is registered by the DMM 

is the smallest voltage increment. 

Experimental set-up

Data collecting process

Figure 1: Circuit set-up for determining resolution of 𝐷𝐴𝑆 . 
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4) Experimental Procedure/ Methods: Done right 


